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bfc, dct, gg before the principal accent, then later bb, dd, gg;
and in like manner Indg. bn^, dn-, gn-, cjn- became bb,
dd, gg. And these mediae were shifted to pp, tt, kk at
the same time as the original Indg. mediae became tenues
(§ 232). These geminated consonants were simplified to
p, t, k after long syllables. Examples are: OE. hnsepp,
OHG. napf, from *xnafcn- or xfcatm^ basin, bowl] OE.
hoppian, O.Icel. hoppa, MHG. hopfen, from "x°^n'> fo
hop; OE. OS. topp, O.Icel. toppr, from *tofcn^ or tobn^,
top, summit; OE. heap, OS. hop, OHG. houf, from
••"xa-ttfcn^; OE. cnotta, from *kno<3n^, beside OHG.
chnodo, chnoto, knot] OE. OS. hwit, Goth, Iveits, from
*xwl<lni, white; OE. bucc, O.Icel. bokkr, OHG. boc
(gen. bockes), prim, form *bhugn6s, buck] OE. liccian,
OS. leccon, OHG. lecchon, from *legn^ to lick] OE. locc,
O.Icel. lokkr, prim, form wlugnos, lock] OE. smocc,
O.Icel. smokkr, from smogn-, smock] OE. locian, OS.
lokon, from logn- or logn^ to look.
§ 244. Indg. z-f media became s-f tenuis, as Goth, asts,
OHG. ast=:Gn o^os, from *ozdos, branch, tvig; OE.
OHG. nest, Lat. nidus, from *ni-zdos, vest, related to
root sed-, sit; OE. masc, OHG. masca, mes/i, net, cp.
Lithuanian mezgti, 7 tic in knots.
Indg. £ + media aspirata became z+voiced spirant, as
OE. meord, Goth, mizdo, pay, reward, cp. O. Bulgarian
mizda, Gr. ^i<r6os, pay] OE. mearg, OHG. marg,
O. Bulgarian mozgti, marrow, root mezgh-; OE. hord>
Goth, huzd, OHG. hort, hoard, treasure, root kuzdh-.
§ 245. Guttural n (rj) disappeared before x> as Goth. OS.
OHG, fahan, OE, fon, from atfai)xana:Q> ^ seise] Goth.
OS. OHG. hahan, OE. hon, from *xagxanan, to hang]
Goth. J>eihan, OS. thihan, OHG. dihan, OE. }>Ion, }?eon,
from *J>ir)xanan» & thrive; pret. OE. fohte, Goth. }>ahta,
OS. thahta, OHG. dahta, from *>agxto-, / thought, beside
inf. OE. >encan. See §§ 40-1.

